
Pro11 external connectivity
The Pro11 Healthcare Headset System offers connectivity to external audio devices via standard 3-wire 
Phoenix connectors on the top of the base station. This allows headset users to broadcast hands-free 
to external locations and hear inbound audio clearly from outside. The audio paths are explained in 
this diagram below:

To integrate external devices, you will require two 3-wire terminal block plugs (Phoenix connector - 
0.138”/3.5mm pitch) wired earth-positive-negative corresponding to the symbols above the sockets 
on the base station. Inputs and outputs are at the industry standard balanced ‘line’ level (0.775mV. 
600ohm).

Please note that if you are using a microphone on your external device you will need to provide an 
external amplifier (pre-amp) in line before connecting to the base station.

The potentiometers are factory pre-set in the positions shown on the diagram above. If the audio 
levels on your external devices require adjustment, you are encouraged to make the adjustments on 
the external devices, before adjusting the pre-set levels of the base station. 
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Connecting via stereo jacks
The Pro11 Healthcare Headset System can also be connected to PCs and sound card devices via 
standard 3.5mm stereo jacks. This will require two 3.5mm stereo jack leads, one to connect the PC 
outbound socket (green) to the inbound Phoenix connector and a second from the outbound Phoenix 
connector on the base station to the PC inbound socket (blue). 

Note: some devices may not have a blue socket, in which case the pink socket can be utilised, but 
further changes may be required to the computers microphone volume settings. Quail Digital 
recommends that all volume changes are managed via the computer in the first instance rather 
than by adjusting the base station.

The diagram below shows how the two stereo jacks should be connected to the Phoenix connectors. 
The stereo right channel signal (tip) and left (ring) audio channels are combined into the mono +.

The diagram below shows how the PC and base station should be connected via two stereo leads:
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